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AMPTE/CCE-SCATHA

simultaneous

observations

of substorm-

associatedmagneticfluctuations
S. Ohtani,l K. Takahashi,
2 T. Higuchi,3 A. T. Y. Lui,• H. E. Spence,
4 and
J. F. Fennell 5

Abstract. This study examinessubstorm-associated
magneticfield fluctuationsobservedby
the AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA satellitesin the near-Earthtail. Three tail reconfiguration
eventsare selected,one event on August 28, 1986, and two consecutiveeventson August 30,
1986. The fractal analysiswas applied•tomagneticfield measurements
of each satellite.The
result indicatesthat (1) the amplitudeof the fluctuationof the north-southmagneticcomponent is larger, thoughnot overwhelmingly,than the amplitudesof the other two components
and (2) the magneticfluctuationsdo have a characteristictimescale,which is severaltimes the
protongyroperiod.In the examinedeventsthe satelliteseparationwas lessthan 10 timesthe

protongyroradius.
Nevertheless,
the comparison
betweenthe AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA
observationsindicatesthat (3) there was a noticeabletime delay betweenthe onsetsof the
magneticfluctuationsat the two satellitepositions,which is too long to ascribeto the propa-

gationof a fast magnetosonic
wave, and (4) the coherence
of the magneticfluctuations
was

low in theAugust
28, 1986,eventandthefluctuations
haddifferent
characteristic
timescales
in the first event of August30, 1986, whereassomeSimilaritiescan be found for the second

eventof August30, 1986.Result1 indicatesthatperturbation
electriccurrentsassociated
with
the magnetic
fluctuations
tendto flow parallelto thetail currentsheetandarepresumably
related to the reductionof the tail currentintensity.Results2 and 3 suggestthat the excitation

of the magneticfluctuationsand thereforethe triggerof the tail currentdisruptionis a kinetic

process
in whichionsplayan important
role.It is inferredfromresults3 and4 thatthe
characteristicspatialscaleof •the associatedinstabilityis of the order of the protongyroradius
or even shorter,and thereforethe tail currentdisruptionis describedas a systemof chaotic
filamentaryelectriccurrents.However,result4 suggests
that the natureof the tail current
disruptioncan vary from event to event.

1. Introduction

of the buildupof the tail currentintensityin the near-Earthtail
based on satellite magnetic field measurements[Kaufmann,
We recently reached a new conjectureabout the substorm
1987; Pulkkinenet al., 1991]; (5) mappingof initial brightentrigger, which is often referredtO as the Kiruna coojecture
ing auroraetoward the equatorialplane in the near-Earthtail

[Kennel, 1992]. The conjecturesuggeststhat the nearsEarth

et al., 1991'Samson
et al., 1992];and(6) theformagnetotail
is animportant
region
'forthesubstorm
trigger.Ex- [Elphinstone
mation of a substorm-associated
field-aligned current system
amplesof supporting
evidence
for thisinclude(1) •Urbulent
magneticfield variationsin the near-Earthregion(r = 8 R•r)
that start simultaneously with a ground substorm onset
[Takahashiet al., 1987; Lui et al., 1988, I992; Lopez et al.,
1989]; (2) time delay of dipolarizationsignaturesobservedby
multisatellitesin the synchronousregion [Lopez et al., 1990;
Lopez and Lui, 1990; Ohtani et al., 1991, 1993]' (3) tailward
expansion of tail current disruption observed at r < 15
[Jacqueyet al., 1991, 1993; Ohtani et al., 1992a]' (4) modeling

well equatorwardof the open/closedboundary[Lopez et al.,
19911.

To understandsubstormtrigger mechanisms,it shouldbe
reasonable to examine substorm signatures observed in the
near-Earthregion.The characteristic
timescaleand spatialscale
of magneticfluctuationsassociated
with tail currentdisruption,

especially,
should
placeimportant
constraints
onsubstorm
trig-

ger models.Lui et al. [1992] reported15 substormeventsin
which turbulentmagneticfields were observedby the AMPTE/
CCE satellitenear the equator.Among theseeventsthe event
that occurredon August28 (day 240), 1986, providesa unique
lAppliedPhysics
Laboratory,
TheJohns
Hopkins
University,
Lau- opportunitybecausethe satellitewas in a tail currentdisruption
rel, Maryland.
2Solar-Terrestrial
Environment
Laboratory,
NagoyaUniversity, region at a substormonsetand remainedin the region for as
long as 3 min. The eventwas originallyreportedby Takahashi
Toyokawa, Japan.
3Institute
of Statistical
Mathematics,
Tokyo,Japan.
et al. [1987] and was examinedlater by Lui et al. [!992] and
4Center
forSpace
Physics,
Boston
UniVersity,
Boston,
Massachusetts.
Burkhartet al. [1993]fromdifferentviewpoints.
5Aerospace
Corporation,
LosAngeles,
California
In our previousstudy [Ohtani et al., 1995; hereinafterre-

ferredto as paper1] we alsoreexamined
thisevent,as well as

Copyright1998by theAmerican
Geophysical
Union.

the other AMPTE/CCE tail currentdisruptionevents,by applying the fractal analysis[Higuchi, 1988, 1990] to the observed
magneticfluctuations.We found that (1) the magneticfluctua-

PaPernumber97JA03239.
0148-0227/98/97JA-03239509.00
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tions have a characteristic timescale, which is several times the

equatorialplane. AMPTE/CCE was at r (radial distance)= 8.1
R•r and MLT = 23.5, whereasSCATHA was at r = 7.6 R•r and
componentfluctuationsis larger than that of the other compo- MLT = 0.0. The magnetic latitudes of AMPTE/CCE and
nentsby about 30%, suggestingthat associatedelectriccurrents SCATHA were -2.3 ø and -2.9 ø, respectively. The satellite
flow in variousdirectionsbut flow preferentiallyparallelto the separationwas 0.5 Rs in radial distanceand 0.5 hour in local
proton gyroperiod,and (2) the magnitudeof the H (north-south)

neutral sheet. From these results we inferred that these fluctua-

time.

tions are relatedto the triggerof the tail currentdisruptionand
that ions play an importantrole in their excitation.
In this studywe extendour previousanalysisof the August
28, 1986, eventby examiningsimultaneous
magneticfield measurementsfrom the SCATHA satellite,which we found stayed
at or nearthe neutralsheetseparated
from AMPTE/CCE by 0.5
Rs in the radial directionand 0.5 hour in magneticlocal time

Figure 2 plots the Kakioka Pi2 (differentiatednorth-south,
H, magnetic component;invariant latitude: 25.6ø; MLT: 21.1)
data and three magnetic field components and total field
strengthobservedby AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA during the

(MLT).

1152:15

In addition,

we examine

an AMPTE/CCE

and

10-min interval of 1150 to 1200 UT (see Takahashi et al.

[1987, Figure 1] for longertime spanplots of the Kakioka and
AMPTE/CCE data). Figure 3 is a close-upof the subintervalof
to 1156:45

UT

for the satellite

data. See Potemra

et

SCATHA conjunction
eventthat took placeon August30 (day

al. [1985] and Fennell [1982] for the detailsof the magnetom242), 1986. In this event the separationbetweenAMPTE/CCE eters on board AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA, respectively.The
and SCATHA was even smaller,only 0.4 Rs. Thesefortunate time resolutionof the data used in Figures 2 and 3 is 0.25 s
opportunities
allow us to addressthe spatialas well as the tem- for both satellites.The magnetometerdata are presentedin the
poral characteristics
of the magneticfluctuations.In section2
VDH coordinatesystem.In this coordinatesystem,H is antiwe describe these two substorm events and the results of the
parallel to the Earth's dipole axis, V points radially outward
fractalanalysis.In section3 we discussthe timescaleand spa- and is parallel to the magnetic equator, and D completesa
tial scale of the magneticfluctuationsand addressconstraints right-hand orthogonal system (positive eastward). A 19.75-s
that the presentstudy can place on substormtrigger models. time offset was discoveredin the CCE data after the work by
Section4 is a summary.
Takahashiet al. [1987] was published,and this offset was corrected in Figures 2 and 3. The dashed lines represent the
baselineof each component.
2. Observations
2.1. August 28 (Day 240), 1986, Event

[0.05nT
/s/div.]

dH/dt

2.1.1. Overall features. Figure 1 showsthe locationsof
the AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA satellitesprojectedonto the
[10nT
/div.]

v

D

H

SCATHA

r

= 7.6RE

T

AMPTE/CCE
MLT= 0.0Hours
r

=

8.1RE

11:50

11:52

11:54

11:56

11:58

12:00

UT

MLT = 23.5 Hours
Figure 1. Locations of the AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA satel-

lites for the August28 (day 240), 1986, event projectedonto
the equatorialplane.

Figure 2. The differentiated H componentat the Kakioka
groundstation(KAK) and the V, D, H, and total field components from the AMPTE/CCE

and SCATHA

to 1200 UT on August 28, 1986.

satellites for 1150
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Before the commencementof the magneticfluctuations,at
.......

,,,,I,

........

,,I,,,,,,,

....

AMPTE/CCE the V component
was persistently
negative,and
its magnitudewas very similarto that of the H component,
whereasat SCATHA the magnitudesof both V and D componentswere only a few nanoteslas.
It is thereforeinferredthat

I ........

AMPTE/CCE was close to, but off, the magnetic equatorial

plane,while SCATHAwasat the magneticequator.Since

v

AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA were separatedby only a few

tenthsof a degreein the magnetic
latitude,thedifference
in the
magnetic
inclination
at the two satellitepositions
suggests
that
thetail magnetic
field wasextremely
stretched
beforethe magnetic fluctuationsstarted.After the magneticfluctuationsthe V

D

component
waspositiveat bothAMPTE/CCEandSCATHA,
indicating
thatthe locationof the neutralsheetshiftedupward

_

in the courseof the magneticfluctuations.
Despitesomesimilarities of overall features,there are at least four differencesbetween the AMPTE/CCE

and SCATHA measurements.

First,AMPTE/CCEobserved
a largeD deviation
beforethe
commencementof the magneticfluctuations,but we cannot
_

H

find anycorresponding
signature
in the SCATHAdata.The
peakamplitude
of theD deviation
at AMPTE/CCE
wasmore
than20 nT, and at that time the magneticfield wasalmostin
the azimuthal direction. Since the V component,which is a

goodindicator
of thespacecraft
distance
fromthemagnetic
equator,
doesnotshowanysystematic
change
thatcanbeassociatedwith the D deviation,we infer that this D deviationwas

a temporal
structure
andwaslocalized
around
AMPTE/CCE.

T

Note also that the H componentsuddenlystartedto increaseat
1152:45UT whenthe D component
took its maximum(Figure

3), whichwasthebeginning
of the magnetic
fluctuations.
Thus

the deflectionof the magneticfield mightbe relatedto the excitationof the magneticfluctuations;
however,sucha largeD
deviationis not very commonin the othertail currentdisrup11:53
11:54
11:55
11:56
tion eventsreportedby Lui et al. [1992].
UT
Second,whenthe magneticfluctuations
startedat AMPTE/
startedto decrease
at SCATHA, where
Figure3. The V, D, H, andtotalfieldcomponents
fromthe CCE, the H component
AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA satellitesfor 1152:15 to 1156:45 the onsetof magneticfluctuations
was delayedfrom the onset
UT on August28, 1986.
at AMPTE/CCE by a few tensof seconds.
This H decreaseat

SCATHAmaybe interpreted
in termsof the furtherstretching
of the tail magneticfield outsideof a substorm
wedgecurrent
Both AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA observedhighly irregular

system;notethat the separation
betweenAMPTE/CCEand

SCATHAis mostlyin the azimuthal
direction(Figure1).
Third, the amplitudeof the fluctuations
was significantly
the courseof the magneticfluctuations
the level of the H componentincreased
substantially
at bothsatellites,
indicating
that largerat AMPTE/CCEthanat SCATHA.The H component
the tail magneticfield changedfrom a stretched
to a moredi- turnednegativemanytimesat AMPTE/CCE,whereasit repolarconfiguration.
The enhancement
of the energetic
particle mainedpositiveat SCATHA.Note alsothatthe V component

magneticfluctuations
in the middleof the 10-mininterval.In

flux was also observed at the satellites (not shown; for

AMPTE/CCE, see Takahashi et al. [1987, Figure 1]). At

changed
its signfrequently
at AMPTE/CCE.
Thesefactsindi-

catethat something
very dynamichappened
at AMPTE/CCE.
Considering
the secondpointand the timingrelativeto the

Kakioka the major perturbationof a Pi2 pulsationstartedat
Pi2 onset,we inferthatAMPTE/CCE
waslocated
in
1153:30UT. The irregularmagneticfluctuationsat the satel- ground
the
onset
region
and
that
SCATHA
was
slightly
away
from
the
lites startedsimultaneously
with, possiblyseveraltens of seconset

onds before, the Pi2 onset;the time delay may be ascribedto
communication
by an MHD wave betweenthe magnetosphere

andthe ionosphere.
This Pi2 onsetwas accompanied
by an enhancementof the westward electrojet observedat the Cape

Wellen groundstation(invariantlatitude:62.3ø; -0030 LT),

sector.

Finally,at AMPTE/CCEthe characteristics
of the magnetic
fluctuationschangedafter 1154 UT, when shorter-timescale
fluctuationsstarted(Figure 3). SCATHA did not observeany

corresponding
fluctuation.
At AMPTE/CCE,energeticparticle

which was located in the same local time sector as the foot

fluxes were enhancedapparentlyin associationwith these

pointof AMPTE/CCE(althoughthe majorenhancement
did

short-timescalefluctuations,followed by a further enhancement

thattookplaceconcurrently
with the level shiftof theH comthatthe two spacecraft
werelocatedin or very closeto the on- ponent[Lui et al., 1992,Plate2].
2.1.2. Magneticfluctuations.The procedure
of the fractal
setregionandthatthe observed
fluctuations
wererelatedto the
analysiswe adoptedfor this studywasdeveloped
by Higuchi
substorm onset.

not occuruntil 1200 UT) [Lui et al., 1992]. Thereforewe infer
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[1988, 1990]; the basic idea of the method is also describedin

(a)

iii

paper 1. The methodconsistsof two parts.Assumethat X(t) is
a one-dimensionalsequential data set. The first part of the
analysisis to calculatethe length L of X(t), which is defined as
the summation

of absolute values of differences

between

x=4s
H

two

/

measurementsseparatedby a timescale 'r, then divided by 'r:

L('r) = {• IX(t q- 'r) - X(t)l}/'r (see Higuchi [1988, 1990] for
the precise expression).Therefore L is a function of 'r' L =
L('r). In the following, L is divided by the interval of an analyzed period so that we can compareL for different periods.
The secondpart is to examinethe dependenceof L('r) on 'r. It
is known that L('r) is often describedas a power of 'r, that is,

L('r)• 'r-ø. In sucha casetheplotX(t) is self-affine,
andthe
D

power spectrumdensity of X(t), P(f), is also describedas a
power of frequency,that is, P(J) • f-% where a is relatedto
D as a = 5 - 2D. D is referred to as fractal dimension. If X(t)

has a characteristictimescaleTc, the doubly logarithmicplot of
L('r) versus'r has a kink at 'r = %. Tc is 3-5 times %, Tc =
3 ~ 5% [Higuchi, 1989]. The parameterssuch as D and % are
determinedby the least squaresfit in this study.
In paper 1 we applied the fractal analysisto the AMPTE/
CCE measurementsduring the interval of 1152:45 to 1154:15
UT, which is after the commencementof the magneticfluctuations but before the appearanceof the higher-frequencyvariations (Figure 3). We found that the L versus 'r plot of the H

component
hasa kinkat 4 s. Figure4a plotsL('r).'r1'3,instead
of L('r), against'r for each magneticcomponent.The power of
'r, 1.3, is the fractal dimensionof the H componentat 'r < 4 s.
This is the reasonwhy the plot of the H componentis almost
flat at 'r < 4 s. (Both the kink of the plots and the difference
among the componentscan be seen more clearly in this new
format than in the previousformat of Figure 5b of paper 1.)

L('r).'r•'3,andtherefore
L('r),is largestfor theH component
ex-

'c Is]
(b)
x=4s

D

cept for 'r > 9 s. The characteristics
of the V and D component
variations, such as characteristic timescale, are different from

those of the H componentvariations.In comparisonwith the H
component,the V and D componentsare sensitiveto the distance from the magnetic equator. It is therefore possiblethat
the variations of these componentsare mixed effects of local
3
4 567
2
3
4 567
waves and satellite motion relative to the spatial structure of
1
lO
these components.For more detailed comparisonamong the
'c
[s]
components,see paper 1.
We did the same analysisfor the SCATHA measurement. Figure 4. Resultsof the fractalanalysisfor the magneticflucThe result is shown in Figure 4b. For SCATHA we selected tuationsmeasuredby (a) AMPTE/CCE for 1152:45to 1154:15
the interval of 1153'10 to 1154:15 UT; the end time is the

UT and (b) SCATHA for 1153:10to 1154:15 UT. L('r)*'r•'3is

same as that for the AMPTE/CCE analysis, but the start time plottedagainst'r for the threemagneticcomponents.
was chosen to be after the commencement of the magnetic
fluctuationsat the SCATHA location. The amplitudeof the H
componentfluctuationsis largest among the three components, However, the spatial effect should not be the major cause of
as we found for the AMPTE/CCE
measurements. At SCATHA
the fluctuations.In contrastto the V and D components,the H
the amplitudeof the D componentvariation is larger than that componentis insensitiveto the distancefrom the neutral sheet.
of the V component variation except for a long (>10 s) Thus, if the fluctuations were associatedwith the motion of the
timescalerange,whereasat AMPTE/CCE the order is opposite. neutral sheet, the amplitude of the V or D componentshould
The bumps of the V and H componentplots around 'r -- 10 s be largest,which is inconsistent
with the observation.Therefore
are likely the 'result of statistical uncertainty; the duration of we conclude that the magnetic fluctuations are mostly local
the interval analyzedis only severaltimes 'r, making it possible waves rather than a spatialeffect.
to pick up incidentalstructures.Note also that in Figure 4 the
Figure 5 comparesthe characteristicsof the AMPTE/CCE
behavior of L('r) in the long-timescalerange is emphasizedby and SCATHA H componentfluctuations,where L('r) is plotted
beingmultiplied
by 'r•'3.
against'r for both satellites.The solid straightlines, which alSince the relative location of each satellite to the neutral
most trace the plot of L('r), especiallyat 'r < 4 s, presentthe
sheet changedin the course of the magnetic fluctuations,the results of the least squaresfit. The amplitude of the magnetic
observedfluctuationsare expectedto be partly a spatial effect. fluctuations,L('r), is larger at AMPTE/CCE than at SCATHA
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and the other is the interval from 1153:00 to 1156:00 UT (dot-

ted lines), almost the entire interval of the magnetic fluctua-

tions.Irrespectiveof the interval,the coherence
is ratherlow,

1152:45-1154:15 UT (CCE)

D=1.3

10

less than 0.4, in the entire frequency range; in fact, the phase
is not shownin Figure 6a becausethe coherenceis too low to
determineit reliably. We could not find any significantcoherence for the V or D magneticfield components(Figures6b and
6c), either, for the longer interval. The coherence for the
shorterinterval is occasionallyhigh (>0.5), at least partly becauseof statisticaluncertainty.We also examinedthe crossco-

•=4s

i
I

D=1.3

j
I

herence between the two satellite measurements, such as be-

tween the AMPTE/CCE V and SCATHA D components,and
found the same tendency (not shown); for the shorterinterval,

1153:10-1154:15 UT (SCATHA)

significantcoherence(about0.65) was foundonly betweenthe
AMPTE/CCE V and SCATHA H componentsaround 0.2 Hz,
but we could not think of any physicalreasonfor this. Most

D=1.8

I
3

4

5

6789

2

3

1

4

5

6789

lO

Figure 5. Comparisonof the H componentmagnetic fluctuations observedby AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA on August 28,
1986. L('r) is plotted against'r.

importantly,no evidenceof coherencewas found in the frequencyrangecorresponding
to the characteristic
timescaleof
the magneticfluctuations,12-20 s. We thereforeconcludethat
as long as the linear analysisin the frequencydomaincan tell,
the observedmagnetic fluctuations cannot be explained in
terms of the propagationof the same effect; they are most
likely to be excitedlocallyneareachsatellite.
I

1000 -

I

:......

_

I I I iI

....

, ....

,

i

•

i i , ,J

....

,

-..
......•,CE

_

by a factor of 3-4, as expectedfrom the visual examinationof
Figures 2 and 3. The fractal dimensionat 'r > 4 s is 2.0 for
.t•MPTE/CCE, whereasit is 1.8 for SCATHA, suggestingthat

"•.

100

SCATHA
"'"-.'•

in thistimescale
rangetheH component
variation
is moreirregular at AMPTE/CCE than at SCATHA.

',,...

10

Exceptfor thesedifferences
the characteristics
of the fluctua-

tionsareverysimilar
at thetwosatellites.
Bothplotshavea

kink at 'r = 4 s and a fractal dimension of 1.3 at 'r < 4 s, which

•'•t •.....

',.½..

1

corresponds
toa (=5 - 2D)= 2.4forthepower
spectrum.
The
kink at 'r (rc) = 4 s indicates that the fluctuationsdo have a
characteristic
timescale,which is inferredto be 12 to 20 s (Tc =
3 .- 5rc). This is consistentwith the visual inspectionof the H
componentplots of Figure 3. The total field strengthbefore the
onset,say at 1150 UT, was about 10 nT at both satellites,correspondingto a proton gyroperiodof 6.6 s. The average total
field strengthduring the fluctuationswas also similar: 23 nT at
AMPTE/CCE and 18 nT at SCATHA, corresponding
to a proton gyroperiodof 2.7 and 3.6 s, respectively.Thus the characteristic timescale of the magnetic fluctuationsis several times

theproton
gyroperiod.
Thisresult
suggests
thationsplayanimportantrole in the excitationof thesemagneticfluctuations.
There are two possibleinterpretationsabout the similarities

0.1

0,01
I

1.0

the interval from 1153'10 to 1154:15 UT (solid lines), the same

interval we chosefor the fractal analysisof the SCATHA data,

I I I I J , , , , I,•,,[

0.8

0.6
0.4

of thefluctuations
at thetwosatellites.
Oneis thatthefluctuations were propagatingand the two satellitesobservedthe signature which had the same origin. The other is that these fluctuationswere excited independentlyby the samemechanism.
To investigate the first possibility, we did the coherence
analysis for the AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA measurements
[Bendatand Piersol, 1971]. The result is shownin Figure 6a.
The power spectrum densities of the AMPTE/CCE and
SCATHA data are superposed (top), and the coherence is
shown (bottom). (For the comparisonbetween the fractal and
fast Fourier transform analysesof the AMPTE/CCE data, see
Figure 4 of paper 1.) Here we examinedtwo intervals.One is

I

,.•.

0.2

....

0.0

.............

3

0.1

1

Frequenoy [Hz]
Figure 6a. The coherence between the AMPTE/CCE and
SCATHA measurements
for the H magneticcomponentfor the
intervals of 1153:10 to 1154:15 UT (solid lines) and 1153:00
to 1156:00 UT (dotted lines). (Top) The power spectrumdensity and (bottom) coherenceare plotted. The numbers of the
degree of freedom for the spectral estimate, which is twice
the N band, are 30 and 18 for the long and short intervals,
respectively.
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i

i i i I
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I

i

,

i

i iiI

....

i

dipoleaxisprojectedontothe planeperpendicular
to X, andthe
Y axis completesa right-handorthogonalsystem.The dipole
tilt angle was 6.2ø for this event, and thereforethe GSM Z
component
is practicallyregardedas the sameas the H compo-

1000
..............................
CCE
..,
......
,.....

•

nent: cos(6.2ø) = 0.994. The 1-min spin modulation was subtractedfrom each SCATHA componentby applying a Baysian
model to wave extraction [Higuchi, 1991]; the interval of

..,,/%

SCA

•

10

'

substorm-associated disturbances was excluded from the deter-

•,,

mination of the spin modulation.Unfortunatelythis procedure
subtractedlow-frequencyoscillationswith a period similar to
the SCATHA spin period,which are clear in the AMPTE/CCE
measurement.

•03. :1153:10-1154:15
0.6-

Both satelliteswere located in the premidnightsectorjust
outside of geosynchronousaltitude. AMPTE/CCE was outbound, whereasSCATHA was moving mostly dawnward.Two
tail reconfiguration(dipolarization)events were observedsuccessivelyat 0948 and 1004 UT, whichare markedby the sharp
increasesin the Z component;seeFigures8 and 9 for the exact
timing.AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA werelocatedat (-7.0, 2.1,
1.1) and (-7.4, 2.0, 1.0) Rœin GSM, respectively,at 0948 UT
and at (-7.2, 1.9, 1.1) and (-7.5, 1.6, 1.0) Rœ at 1004 UT.
The satellite separation was about 0.4 Rœ for both events,
mostlyin the X directionat 0948 UT and equallyin the X and

0.4-

side of CCE.

0.2

UT, when it started to decrease.Lui et al. [1992] examined

0.1

'

: 1153:00

- 1156:00

0.01
i

1.0

i

I i iii

, • , • i •..i

I

i

i i I i I

....

i

0.8-

Y directions at 1004 UT.

SCATHA

remained on the tailward

The AL index was at quiet levels (>-100 nT) before0953
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currents is much shorter than

the satellite separation,so that the effects of perturbationcurrents are canceled out over the satellite separation. The ion
Larmor radius(@i)for a perpendicularenergyof 6 keV for this
event is 1100 km; we assumed that a total magnetic field
strengthis 10 nT, the value before the onset,whereasthe energy is calculatedfrom the preonsetion pressureand density
reportedby Lui et al. [1992] by assumingthat all ions are protons. The separationbetween AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA,
8800 km mostly in the Y direction, correspondsto only 8@i.
Therefore the coherencelength of the magnetic fluctuations
shouldbe shorterthan severalprotonLarmor radii.
2.2. August 30 (Day 242), 1986, Event
2.2.1. Overall features. Figure 7 plots the AL index (top)
and three magneticfield componentsof the AMPTE/CCE and
SCATHA measurements(bottom) for the August 30 (day 242),
1986, substormevent. The scalesof the plots are the same for
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the two satellites. However, the baselines are different for dif-

ferent componentsand are indicatedon the left and right sides
for AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA, respectively. The measurements are presentedin GSM coordinatesin Figure 7. In this
coordinatesystemthe X axis is parallel to the Sun-Earth line,
pointing sunward,the Z axis is in the direction of the Earth's
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ponentneverturnedsouthward
at eithersatellite.In contrast
to
theAugust28, 1986,event,bothAMPTE/CCEandSCATHAX
components
continued
to be positiveexceptduringseveralshort
(lessthan a few seconds)intervals(see alsoFigures8 and 9),
indicatingthat the two satellites
stayedoff the equatorialplane
duringmostof the intervalof themagneticfluctuations.
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2.2.2.Magnetic
fluctuations.
Figure
8 plotstheKakioka
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Pi2 data (top) and satellitemagneticfield measurements
(bottom) for the 4-min intervalstartingat 0947:30 UT. Major fluctuations associated with a Pi2 onset started around 0949 UT;
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Figure 7. (Top) The AL index and (bottom)4-s averagesof
three magneticfield componentsof the AMPTE/CCE (thick
lines) and SCATHA (thin lines) measurements
in GSM coordinates for the interval of 0900-1045 UT of August 30, 1986.
AMPTE/CCE

and SCATHA were located at (-7.0,

.L"'x

2.1, 1.1)

and (-7.4, 2.0, 1.0) RE in GSM, respectively,at 0948 UT and
at (-7.2, 1.9, 1.1) and (-7.5, 1.6, 1.0) RE at 1004 UT, when
the Z componentincreasedsharply.
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groundsubstormsignaturesfor this event.At College (invariant
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to decreaseat 0950 UT, suggestingan enhancementof the auroral electrojet intensity poleward of this ground station, and
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the first Bz increasewas relatedto a substormonset;the satellite onsetoccurringearlier than the groundonsetby at least 30
s is similar to what we saw for the August 28, 1986, event and
can presumablybe ascribedto communicationbetween the
magnetosphere
and the ionosphere.The secondBz increaseat
1004 UT seems to be related to an intensification

_........

of an auroral

30
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electrojet;the associated
Pi2 onsetwas observedat 1002 UT at

Fi.gure 8. (a) (Top) Differentiated
H (solidline) andD (dashed

Kakioka.

line) magnetic componentsfrom the Kakioka ground station
and (bottom) AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA magneticfield measurementsduring the first tail reconfigurationevent of the August 30, 1986, substorm.Plottedare three magneticcomponents
in GSM coordinatesduring the 4-min interval of 0947:30 to
0951:30 UT. (b) The AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA Z componentsduring0948:15 to 0949:45 UT. The dottedlines represent
the observations,and the solid lines representsliding averages
over Xc, which is 2.8 and 5.1 s for SCATHA and AMPTE/
CCE, respectively.

Bz tendedto decreasebeforethe first Bz increase,indicating
that the tail magnetic field was stretchedduring the substorm
growth phase. The larger magnitude of the Bz decreaseat
AMPTE/CCE does not mean that the stretchingwas localized
around that satellite, but it is mostly ascribedto the outward
movementof the satellite;AMPTE/CCE was at X = -6.05 Rœ
at 0900 UT. At AMPTE/CCE energeticparticle fluxes [Lui et
al., 1992, Plate 3] started to increase at 0949 UT. The Z corn-
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fluctuate irregularly, following the 6-nT dip of the Z component at 0948:30

UT.

Fluctuations

(a)

...........

started several seconds earlier

[1992] by assuming
that all ionsare protons.Therefore,as for

or less.

Although the amplitudesof the fluctuationswere similar at
the two satellitepositions,the characteristics
of the fluctuations
were different.

The difference

UT for SCATHA

and 0948:50-0949:45

UT

for AMPTE/CCE. The % value was found to be 2.8 and 5.1 s
for the SCATHA and AMPTE/CCE measurements,respectively. The former corresponds
to a characteristic
timescaleof 8
to 14 s, and the latter correspondsto 15 to 25 s; the proton
gyroperiod is 2.2 s for a magnetic field strengthof 30 nT.
Figure 8b expandson the SCATHA and AMPTE/CCE Z componentsfor the interval of 0948:15 to 0949:45 UT. The dotted
lines representthe original measurements,whereas the solid
lines representsliding averagesover each value of %. It is
timescale

of the SCATHA

Z com-

ponent is almost half of that of the same component of
AMFTE/CCE.

This result is consistentwith our previous analysis of the
August28, 1986, event (section2.1.2) that the observedfluctuations were excited locally near each satellite and that the
characteristic
spatialscaleof the magneticfluctuationsis of the
order of the proton gyroradiusor shorter.However, the reason
for the differencein the characteristictimescaleis not very obvious. The Z magneticcomponent,which providesan approximate magneticfield strengthat the equator,was not very different at AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA. Bz was actually smaller,
and therefore the proton gyroperiodwas longer, at SCATHA
than at AMPTE/CCE

before the commencement

of the fluctua-

tions, as expectedfrom the SCATHA locationfarther tailward
of AMPTE/CCE. Therefore the longer timescale of the magnetic fluctuations
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is most obvious for the interval

at AMPTE/CCE. This visual examinationcan be confirmed by
the fractal analysis, for which we selected the intervals of

clear that the characteristic

i ...........

CCE

immediatelyafter the commencement
of the fluctuations.The
characteristictimescaleappearsto be shorterat SCATHA than

0948:45-0949:30

i ...........

30 nT

of 15 keV, which was caleulated from the result of Lui et al.

the August 28, 1986, event, the time delay suggeststhe spatial
expansionof the tail current disruption region. Assuming an
equatorialmagneticfield strengthof 30 nT (the value of Bz at
AMPTE/CCE) and a proton energy of 15 keV, the proton
gyroradiusis estimatedto be 600 km. The satelliteseparation,
0.4 Re, is only several times the proton gyroradius.Therefore
we infer that the spatial scale of the trigger instability of the
tail currentdisruptionis of the order of the proton gyroradius

i ...........

T
10nT

in theX and Y components.
Notethatthesefluctuations
started
before the Pi2 onset. The AMPTE/CCE Z componentalso decreasedinitially, delayedfrom the SCATHA signatureby 15 s,
then followed by irregular variations.A similar or even longer
delay can be found for the other components.
The apparentvelocity of the earthward propagation, 180 km/s, which is obtained by dividing the satellite separationby the delay time, is
too small to ascribe the time delay to the propagationof the
fast magnetosonicmode; note that the perpendicularpropagation velocity of the fast magnetosonicmode is larger than the
ion thermal velocity, which is 1700 km/s for a thermal energy
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Figure 9.

(a) AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA magnetic field

measurements for the interval of 1001 to 1009 UT. (b) The

AMPTE/CCE (thick line) and SCATHA (thin line) Z componentsduring 1003 to 1006 UT. The time of the AMPTE/CCE
measurementsis shiftedby -13 s.

AMPTE/CCE was located 0.22 Rœ earthward and 0.30 Rœ
duskwardof SCATHA. The initial Bz signaturewas remarkably
similar at the two satellitelocations.Bz decreasedby more than
10 nT duringthe last 1-min intervalbeforethe sharprecovery.
This Bz decreaseindicates that the tail magnetic field was
stretched significantly just before the local onset of the tail
magnetic field reconfiguration.In other words, the tail current
intensitywas enhancedexplosivelybefore the local onsetof the
tail current disruption[Ohtani et al., 1992b]. The onsetof the
Bz recovery occurred first at SCATHA and then at AMPTE/
CCE with a time lag of 13 s. The fluctuationsof the other
components
also startedfirst at SCATHA. The apparentpropagation/expansionvelocity, about 200 km/s, is again too slow to
explain the observedtime lag in terms of the propagationof a
fast magnetosonicwave.
For this event the characteristicsof the magneticfluctuations, especiallythe Bz fluctuations,look similar at the two satellites. The resultof the fractal analysisindicates% = 5.0 s for
SCATHA (1004:15-1005:31 UT) and % = 5.6 s for AMPTE/

that the proton gyration is an importantfactor but is not the
UT). Therefore the characteristic
only factor that controlsthe trigger instability of the tail current CCE (1004:30-1005:46
timescale
of
the
Bz
fluctuations
Tc was 15-25 s and was simidisruption.
Figure 9 shows the AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA magnetic lar at the two satellitepositions.
field measurementsduring the 8-min interval (1001-1009 UT)
Figure 9b superposesthe AMPTE/CCE (thick line) and
around the secondBz increaseof the August 30, 1986, event. SCATHA (thin line) Bz componentsduring 1003-1006 UT.
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The

vertical

scale is the same for both satellites.

The

OBSERVATIONS
time

of

the AMFFFdCCE measurementsis offset by -13 s so that the
commencement of the Bz recovery matches between the two
plots. Although the agreementof the amplitude or timing of
each variation is not perfect, some similarities are obvious between the two plots. Thus, for the presentevent the AMFFFd
CCE and SCATHA signaturesmay be interpretedin terms of

the movementof the same current •ystem, which passedby
SCATHA

and then AMPTE/CCE.

This is a remarkable

contrast
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lation of the proton gyroradius and gyroperiod we used the
north-southmagnetic field componentat AMPTE/CCE before
the commencement of the fluctuations, 10 nT for event 1 and

30 nT for events2 and3. For the gyroperiod,
Table 1 alio lists
the values calculatedfrom the average magnetic field strength
during the fluctuation.

3. Discussion

to the August28, 1986, event,for which we could not find any
significantcoherencebetweenthe two satellite measurements.
Using the apparent propagation/expansion
velocity of 200
km/s and the characteristictimescale of the magnetic fluctuations of 20 s, the characteristicspatial scale is estimatedto be
4000 km, which is about 7 times the proton gyroradiusand is
larger than the satelliteseparation,0.4 Re (2500 km); however,
this should be regardedas a maximum possiblescale because,
in general,the satelliteseparation
is not alignedto the direction
of the propagation/expansion
of the phenomenon.In contrast,
the satellite separation was larger for the August 28, 1986,
event: 1.4 Re. Thus the difference between the present event

In section 2 we examined substorm-associatedmagnetic
variationsobservedby the AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA spacecraft on August 28 and 30, 1986. In these events the local
magneticfi61dchangedfrom a stressedto a more ',tipolafconfiguration in the courseof the magneticfluctuations,suggesting
that the magnetic fluctuationsare associatedwith tail current
disruption.In the following we will discussthe timescaleand
spatialscaleof the fluctuationsand will addresswhat constraint
the result of the presentstudy can place on modeling studiesof
the substormtrigger.
This study, as well as paper 1, revealed that the magnetic

and the August28, 1986, event may be explainedin termsof

to severaltimes the proton gyroperiod.One may attemptto interpret the magnetic fluctuations in terms of ion cyclotron
waves. However, this idea is not supportedbecausethe linear
kinetic theory indicates that the ion cyclotron instability has
maximum growth at parallel propagation,for whidh an excited
wave is not compressional[e.g., Gary, 1992]. This is not consistentwith the significant variationsof the total field strength
observedduring the event (Figures2 and 3).
Although the presentresult suggeststhat ions play an importantrole in the generationof the magneticfluctuations,what

the intersatellite

2.3.

distance.

Summary of Observations

Table 1 summarizesthe results of the analysis of the August 28 (event 1) and 30 (events 2 and 3), 1986, events;from
now on we refer to each event accordingto its sequentialnumber. Listed are the date and Universal time of the events, the
satellite positionsin GSM, the satellite separationvector (rsrc) pointing from AMPTE/CCE (rc) to SCATHA (rs), the
separationdistance (It s -rcl); the sequenceof dipolarization
(C --> S: a local onset took place first at AMPTE/CCE and
then at SCATHA, and vice versa),the proton gyroradiuscorre-

sponding
to the averageperpendicular
energycalculated
from
Lui et al. [1992] (6 keV for event 1 and 15 keV for events 2
and 3), the characteristictimescaleof the magneticfluctuations
(% and Tc) at each satellite,the proton gyroperiod,and the coherence

between

the two satellite

measurements.

For the calcu-

fluctuations do have a characteristic timescale, which is a few

determines

the characteristic

timescale

is still to be understood.

In events1 and 3 the timescaleswere practicallythe same at
AMPTE/CCE

and SCATHA.

In contrast, in event 2 the differ-

encein the timescale
at the two satellitepositions
wassignificant (Figure 8b) despite the small satellite separation,0.4 Rœ;
'rc was 2.8 s and 5.1 s at SCATHA and AMPTE/CCE, respectively. We also note that the backgroundfield strength was
w6aker and thereforethe gyroperiodwas longer in event 1 than
in event 3, whereas're was smaller in event 1. These resultsin-

Table 1. Summaryof theAnalysisof theAugust28 (Event1) andAugust30 (Events2 and3), 1986,
Events

Universal
Time

Position
(GSM,Re)
CCE(rc)
SCATHA(rs)

Event I

Event 2

Event 3

1153

0948

1004

(-7.8, 1.2,1.5)
(-7.5,-0.1, 1.3)

(-7.0, 2.1, 1.1)
(-7.4, 2.0, 1.0)

(-7.2, 1.9,1.1)
(-7.5, 1.6,1.0)

(0.3,- 1.3,-0.2)
1.4/8800

(-0.4, -0.1, -0.1)
0.4/2700

(-0.2, -0.3, -0.1)
0.4/2500

C --> S

S --> C

S --> C

1100

600

600

4.0 (12-20)
4.0 (12-20)

5.1 (15-25)
2.8 (8-14)

5.6 (17-28)
5.0 (15-25)

6.6/2.7

2.2/2.0

2.2/1.3

no

no

yes

Separation

(rs - rc), Re
Irs- rcl, RE/km
Sequence
Protongyroradius,km
CCE
SCATHA

Protongyroperiod
(preonset/average
B), s
Coherence
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the timescale

of the fluctuations;such factorsmight be relatedto the spatial
scaleof the fluctuationsor to the velocity of particles.
Holter et al. [1995] also recently examinedthe characteristic
timescale of substorm-associated
magnetic fluctuations. They
applied the wavelet transform to magnetic field and electric
field fluctuationsobservedat a substormbreakupby the GEOS
geosynchronous
satellite; the event was previously reportedby
Roux et al. [1991]. They found that oscillationswith periodsof
45 to 65 s developedprior to the onset.This timescaleis a few
times, thoughof the same order as, the result of this study and
paper 1. However, the excitationmechanismis perhapsdifferent. This is so becauseat the GEOS 2 position the magnetic
field was as strong as 60 nT, and therefore the determined
timescalewas severaltens of times the local protongyroperiod.
Holter et al. [1995] interpretedthe oscillationsas wave modes
trapped in a currentlayer. The difference of the timescalemay
suggestdifferent trigger mechanisms.Roux et al. [1991] and

OF TAIL CURRENT DISRUPTION

ponentvariationat AMPTE/CCE is severaltens of nanoteslas,
which is comparableto the net H increaseassociatedwith the
tail reconfiguration(dipolarization),the local variation of the
cross-tail current must be substantial. Considering that a
substormonset is generally characterizedby an increasein the
H component farther earthward at geosynchronousaltitude
[e.g., Kokubunand McPherron, 1981], we infer that theseperturbation currentsare actually related to changesin the crosstail currentintensity.
From theseresultswe suggestthat the tail currentdisruption
is describedas a systemof filamentaryelectric currents,which
flow in variousdirectionsbut flow preferentiallyantiparallelto
the cross-tail current. This idea is schematically depicted in
Figure 10, in which the spatialscale is denotedon the basisof
the AMPTE/CCE

and SCATHA observations of event 1 (the

basic conceptof the figure was adoptedfrom Lui et al. [1988,
Figure 4]). The comparisonbetween the AMPTE/CCE and
SCATHA measurementssuggeststhat even inside the current
Holter et al. [1995] discussedthis event in detail in terms of
disruptionregion the effects of filamentary currentsare averthe ballooning instability; however, the ballooning stability of
aged out within severalprotonLarmor radii. Farther away from
the preonsetnear-Earth magnetotail is debatable [Ohtani and the disruptionregiononly the net effect of sucha randomcurTamao, 1993].
rent systemcan be detected,and the resultantmagneticsignaThe comparisonbetween the AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA
ture, dipolarization,can be explainedin terms of a decreasein
measurements
indicatesthat the spatial scale of the magnetic the tail current intensity.
fluctuationsis of the order of the proton gyroradiusor could be
The resultsof this study place severalimportantconstraints
even shorter. The observed time lag between the onsets of
on modeling studies of the substormtrigger (see Lui [1991],
magneticvariationsat the two satellitescannotbe explainedin
Fairfield [1992], and articles in the special section"Magnetoterms of wave propagation.Furthermore,in event 1 the coher- sphericSubstorms:Invited Reviews" in Joural of Geophysical
ence of the magnetic fluctuations at AMPTE/CCE and Research (101(A6), 12,937-13,113, 1996) for recent reviews).
SCATHA was rather low (Figure 6) despitethe similar charac- First, we found that both temporal and spatial scalesof tail
teristics of the fluctuationsand the small satellite separation, current disruptionsignaturesare probably outside of, though
1.4 Rœ (8 times the proton gyroradius). In event 2 even the could be at the marginaledge of, the rangesof the MHD apcharacteristic timescale was different at the two satellites,
proximation. Therefore, even though the global dynamicsof
which were separated by 0.4 Rœ (several times the proton near-Earth substormprocessmay be simulated in the MHD
gyroradius). These results strongly suggestthat the magnetic framework [Hesse and Birn, 1991; Birn and Hesse, 1996], the
fluctuationswere excited locally.
kinetic treatmentis essentialfor describingthe tail currentdisIn contrast, for event 3 the Bz signatures observed by
ruption,at leastfor the eventsexaminedin this study.
AMPTE/CCE

and SCATHA reveal some similarities. However,

even for this event, the apparentpropagationspeed, 200 km/s,
is too small to ascribethe observedtime lag to the propagation
of a fast magnetosonicwave. Instead, the similarity of the Bz
signaturesmay be explainedin terms of the earthwardplasma
convection,which conveysthe associatedperturbationcurrents
and thereforethe magneticfluctuationswith plasma. SCATHA
was located

tailward

of AMPTE/CCE.

Therefore

Second, because the timescale of the fluctuations is much
shorter than the communication time (Alfv6n transit time) be-

tween the magnetosphere
and the ionosphere,which is inferred
to be of the same order as that of Pi2 pulsations,40 to 150 s,
this study suggeststhat the trigger of a substormis determined

the sense of

the observedtime delay, that is, first at SCATHA and then at
AMPTE/CCE,

is consistent with this idea. A convection veloc-

ity of 200 km/s and a total field strengthof 30 nT require an
electric field of 6 mV/m, which is not uncommon during a
substorm[Aggsonet al., 1983]. The earthwardexpansionof the
tail current disruptionregion is examined in a separatepaper
[S. Ohtani, Earthward expansion of tail current disruption:
Dual-satellite study, submittedto Journal of GeophysicalResearch, 1997].
In event 1 the amplitudeof the H componentfluctuationis
larger than, but does not overwhelm, the amplitudes of the
fluctuationsof the other components(Figure 4); this was also
confirmed

for events 2 and 3 as well as for other AMPTE/CCE

events (paper 1). Thus we infer that electric currentsassociated
with thesefluctuationsflow in variousdirectionsbut flow preferentially perpendicularto the H axis, that is, parallel to the tail
current sheet.Since the peak-to-peakamplitudeof the H com-

Earthward

Figure 10. A schematicdiagramof the tail currentdisruption
illustrating the chaotic features of magnetic field and electric
currentperturbations
in the onsetregion.The basicconceptwas
adoptedfrom Lui et al. [1988, Figure 4].
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by a local condition in the magnetosphere.However, we emphasize that this fact does not lessen the importance of the
ionospherefor the substormprocesses.It is perhapstrue that
the local condition is determined by more global processesin
which the ionosphere plays an important role. We also note
that the intensity of a substormfollowing the onset is likely to
depend on ionosphericconditionssuch as conductivities[e.g.,
Kan et al., 1988].
There are two substormtrigger models in which the kinetics
of ions play an essentialrole. One of them, to which theorists
have paid more attentionthan any other substormmodel, is the

associatedelectric currents flow preferentially parallel to the
equatorialplane.
The comparisonbetween the AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA
observationsallowed us to addressthe spatial scale and development of the magneticfluctuations.Despite the small satellite
separation,which is less than 10 times the proton gyroradius,

tearing mode instability. Schindler [1974] proposedthat ions
are unmagnetizednear the neutral sheetbecausetheir Larmor
radiusis comparableto the field line curvatureradius,and such
ions destabilizethe (ion) tearing mode. It is suggestedthat the
instability strongly dependson the behavior of electrons,such
as pitch angle scatteringby waves [Coroniti, 1980; Kuznetsova
and Zelenyi, 1991] and nonadiabatic stochastic diffusion
[Biichner and Zelenyi, 1989]. However, some recent studies

AMPTE/CCE and SCATHA Bz signaturesfor the secondevent
of August 30, 1986 (event 3), which may be interpreted in
terms of earthwardplasma convection.We also found that the
two satellites observed a noticeable time delay of the commencementof the magnetic fluctuations.The apparentpropagation velocity was significantlysmaller than the phase velocity
of the fast magnetosonicmode. Therefore the observedmagnetic fluctuations cannot be regarded as a remote effect of a
change in the current intensity that took place away from the
satellites.These resultsstronglysuggestthat the magnetic fluctuationsare excited locally and that the characteristicscale of
the fluctuationsis of the order of the proton gyroradiusor even
shorter.We infer that the tail current disruptionis describedas
a systemof filamentary currentsthat flow in various directions
but flow preferentiallyantiparallelto the tail current.Effects of
such perturbationcurrentsare canceledout away from the current disruption region so that the resultantmagnetic signature,
which is often called dipolarization,is well describedin terms
of the reduction of the tail current intensity. Although this
study does not identify the trigger mechanismof the tail current disruption,we infer that the tail current disruptionis a local and kinetic processin which ions play an importantrole.

[Pellat et al., 1991; Brittnacher et al., 1994] claim that these
effects are not efficient enough to remove the strong stabilization causedby electroncompressibility.The questionof the ion
tearing mode instability remains controversial.
The other kinetic model of the substormtrigger is the crossfield streaminginstability.Lui et al. [1991] applied this insta-

the coherence

between

the AMPTE/CCE

and SCATHA

mea-

surementswas found to be low for the August 28, 1986, event
(event 1). In the first event of August 30, 1986 (event 2), even
the characteristic

timescale

was different

cations, whereas some similarities

at the two satellite

lo-

were found between the

bility to the neutral sheetenvironment.Also, in this instability,
unmagnetizedions play an importantrole. The real frequency
of unstable modes was determinedto be in a range of 0.02 to
2 Hz, correspondingto a period of 0.6 to 60 s, based on parameters obtained from observations.The model also predicts
that the wavelengthof unstablemodes is 0.7 to 3.6 times the
proton gyroradius(the values are calculatedfrom Lui et al.
[1991, Figures4 and 6] for an ion-to-electrontemperatureratio
of 4). The characteristictimescaleand the coherencelength of
the magneticfluctuations,which we determinedin this analysis,
Acknowledgments.The study of the August 28, 1986, event was
are in the rangesexpectedfor this instability.
motivatedby the informationof the SCATHA positionprovidedby R.
In closing, we note that this study was motivated by the E. Lopez. We are very gratefulto T. A. Potemra,L. J. Zanetti, and the
AMPTE/CCE observationsof the magnetic fluctuationsassoci- Space Department of The JohnsHopkins University Applied Physics
ated with the substormtrigger. Such magnetic fluctuationsmay Laboratory (JHU/APL) for making the AMPTE/CCE magnetometer
be associatedwith every substormonset but can be observed data available for this study. The Kakioka ground magnetometerdata
were provided by the Kakioka GeomagneticObservatorythrough the
only occasionallybecauseof the limited spatial coverageof the Word Data Center (WDC)-C2. The work at JHU/APL was supported
satellite observation.However, it is also possiblethat the mag- by NASA and NSF. Work at Boston University was supportedby
netic fluctuations represent only one class of substormsand NASA grant NAGW-3953.
The Editor thanks R. H. Friedel and J.-A. Sauvaud for their assisthat there are different classesof substormsthat are triggered
tance in evaluatingthis paper.
by different instabilities, including MHD instabilities such as
the ballooninginstability. We need to be cautiouswhen applying the result of this study to other substormevents.
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